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THE OPPORTUNITY
It’s no secret, it’s difficult to save. Saving represents one of the most predictable determinants of successful
personal and economic development. People desire to save although they tend to postpone saving until they
have higher-paying jobs or stability in their lives. Saving is easier if you have a specific goal, one that is
concrete and evokes an emotion. Retirement is, of course, an important long-term objective, but it is difficult
to save for because the concept of retirement remains abstract in most people's minds. Most of us observe
our spending after the fact; however, to really change our spending habits we have to think ahead. Forbes
Magazine stated that in 2013 only 8% of Americans will actually achieve their new year’s resolutions. If it was
easy, everyone would succeed in creating substantial retirement accounts, and no one would have credit card
debt. Habits change quickly when you empower yourself with the right knowledge and when taking action
towards your goals is simplified.
So, how much do you think you could save by bringing your lunch to work versus eating out? It is amazing
the impact such a little thing can have on your monthly budget. If a 25 year old were to begin brown-bagging
lunch in place of eating out, on average he would save more than $50,000.00 towards retirement. When it
comes to a home mortgage loan, you can actually pay off the loan much more quickly and save a great deal of
money by simply paying a little extra each month. For example, a 30 year loan for $250,000.00 with a 4.000%
interest rate has a monthly payment (interest and principal only) of $1,193.54. When the 30 year period is
complete, the total paid for the home is $429,669.80! If you pay just $30.00 more each month ($1 per day),
you will pay only $420,186.46 toward your home. This is a savings of $9,483.34. In addition, the loan is the
loan paid off one year and three months sooner than if you paid only your regular monthly payment.
There are many apps available that will help you take control of your financial life, and budgeting apps for
iPhone and Android are no exception. While expense and bill tracking apps can give you your financial
position at a glance, they do not succeed in helping you alter the financial behaviors that will position you for
long-term success. Making a plan is important, but once a plan is established how can consumers plan for the
uncertainties of the future, and make the appropriate habit changes to help them? What tools can help
consumers see what the small spending choices could amount to when repurposed towards their financial
goals, and what the future value of their savings could really be if they made a different choice?

THE SOLUTION
Future Forward is a remarkable tool that assists credit unions in living up to their mission of improving the
financial well-being of their members. Helping members change financial habits and make smarter, well
thought out spending and savings choices. The main feature of this app that sets it apart from standard
expense tracking apps is the ability to show you what the future value of your savings could be if applied to
retirement or existing debt. It allows the consumer to take action and transfer the funds towards their credit
union retirement or loan account. The option to “round-up” on spending and apply to the target account will
help members improve their financial health. Future Forward makes long term financial goals seem
attainable!

TARGET MARKET

The target market for Future Forward is primarily consumers between the ages of 18-40. This is also a must
for any credit union looking to supply their members with effective behavior changing technology that will
enhance product offerings and encourage its members to conduct more business, hence increasing wallet
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share. According to a recent survey conducted at three credit unions, consumers between the ages of 25-54
have a high propensity to utilize technology to access their finances. Specifically, mortgage accounts, credit
cards, retirement, and emergency savings. Future Forward is the ancillary service that not only helps
members make smarter spending choices, but also encourage members to utilize additional credit union
products that can be linked to this app.

CONSUMER BENEFITS
•
•
•
•

Savings Strategy: Find out how small savings over a number of years can grow to be an effective
wealth builder.
Peace of mind: Help members easily see where their money is going. Wealth building for retirement
and future.
Convenience: Very easy user friendly tool to plan your savings, view the future value of your savings,
and take immediate action to apply your savings.
Tax Savings: There could be a tax savings if paying down mortgage (individual tax advice required).

CREDIT UNION BENEFITS
•
•

•

Build Loyalty: Via this sticky service loyalty is built with members because members will see that the
credit union is providing easy ways for them to save money and track their future value.
Relationship Building: Easy transition into value added services that drive not only loyalty, but also
long-term relationships with investment building. In particular, with members who are interested in
saving for retirement.
Reporting Tool – A simple application at the members’ fingertip will be a proven methodology to
identify future savings.

PILOT RESULTS
In February 2013 three credit unions released a survey which resulted in 178 responses. The age range is as
follows:

Of the 178 respondents, 92% utilize Android, Apple (iOS), or Windows operating systems and 24% utilize
multiple operating systems. 76% say that they use a mobile banking app to access their bank accounts and
47% say that they wish they could save more money towards retirement. 86% of the respondents said that
they would find an app that can calculate the future value of their savings balances to be a useful tool to them
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and 69% said they would even “round-up” on debit card purchases and deposit the change into their account
or loan of choice. What is most exciting is that 66% of those surveyed said that they would open a loan or
retirement account with a financial institution because they offered the Future Forward app to its customers.

OPERATIONAL AND OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
The wealth of benefits to both the consumer and the credit union provided by Future Forward may be
implemented by any of the following means:
1) Partnership with the financial institution’s mobile banking provider. This allows Future Forward high
visibility within an existing contact point with the credit union that is already familiar to members.
This also provides ease of integration within existing systems.
2) Partnership with other third party mobile container vendors, allowing the credit union to consolidate
mobile offerings within one space and include Future Forward as a prominent feature of the mobile
container. This allows all mobile contact points with the credit union, including Future Forward, in
one consolidated location on the member’s mobile device.
3) A stand-alone solution of the Future Forward mobile app is created that integrates with the credit
union’s core processing and online banking systems, and can be sold on the open market to financial
institutions.
Creating a strong relationship to monitor member behavior in Future Forward and credit union operations is
essential. This not only provides superior service to the member, but also ensures the credit union is actively
building and maintaining the relationship with the member.

FINANCIAL PRO-FORMA/ROI
The cost of Future Forward will depend on how the concepts are implemented, as well as how the credit
union utilizes information and leads generated by member usage of the app. Costs of integration efforts vary
depending on the partner selected for implementation and if the implementation is a new solution or an
update to an existing solution. Implementation costs are minimized as the credit union makes use of the
reporting tools to build the relationship with the member; ensuring a loyal long-term member with mortgage
and retirement products. The more engaged a member becomes with the credit union as a result of Future
Forward, the more profitable the member becomes.

GETTING STARTED
1. Determine if offering a debit card round up purchase program is a viable service for the credit union.
2. Evaluate existing mobile solutions provide the opportunity for enhancement with the addition of the
Future Forward module.
3. If enhancement of existing mobile solutions is not possible, contact third party providers of mobile
containers for financial institutions to discuss development opportunities.
4. Contact us at innovation@filene.org if interested in creating developing a stand-alone solution.
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Future Value App Proof of Concept
Loading Screen

Progress Screen
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What’s My Future Value Screen
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Take Action Screen
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